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Abstract: The evaporation rate of a polyhedral ice crystal is several times
larger than the growth rate. The reason is because the slope of an evaporation
pit Pe of the ice crystal is larger than the slope of a growth hillock Pg in addition
to the increase of active sites of evaporation. The former means that the step
separation of the evaporation pit A e is smaller than that of the growth hillock A g·

1. Introduction
Many natural snow crystals evaporate when snow crystals fall from the cloud base to
the ground. Then, the tip shape of snow crystals observed is generally rounded (NAKAYA,
1954; KIKUCHI and UYEDA, 1987; HALLETI and KNIGHT, 1994). When ice crystals grow at
considerably high supersaturation above water saturation, the tip shape of ice crystals, is
also rounded (GONDA et al., 1996). However, snow crystals with round tip will be
scarcely formed in natural cloud because high supersaturation over water saturation does
not occur in natural cloud. That is, snow crystals with faceted tip must grow in natural
cloud. As described above, snow crystals will be exposed in air at or below ice saturation
when snow crystals fall from the cloud base to the ground. Accordingly, it is important
for meteorology to study the evaporation mechanism of snow crystals.
On the other hand, it has been experimentally found that the evaporation rate of an
ice crystal was several times larger than the growth rate even under the same magnitude of
driving force (GONDA and SEI, 1987), but the evaporation mechanism of the ice crystal has
been unknown until now. In general, the growth rate of an ice crystal depends not only
on supersaturation but also on the surface structure of the ice crystal (GONDA et al., 1985),
while the evaporation rate of an ice crystal depends on the evaporation conditions, and
BECKMANN and LACMANN (1982) found that the evaporation rate of ice crystals was linear
with subsaturation. In this study, we will discuss the evaporation mechanism by observing
in situ evaporating ice crystal surfaces using a differential interference microscope and laser
two-beam interferometry.
2. Experimental Method
A diagram of the experimental apparatus and the detail of a growth chamber were
described in a previous paper (GONDA et al., 1994, 1996). Accordingly, in this paper, only
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the experimental method is described. The growth chamber was cooled by circulating
isopropyl alcohol. In order to control precisely the temperature of an ice plate as the
water vapor supplier and the growth substrate, an electric current which flows to the
thermoelectric modules was automatically controlled (GONDA et al., 1996). The substrate
temperature and the temperature difference between the ice plate and the substrate were
measured using copper-constantan thermocouples. The measured values were automati
cally recorded in a microcomputer.
After the growth chamber was cooled to the specified temperature, a small amount of
sufficiently diluted silver iodide smoke was inserted into the chamber. An ice crystal was
grown in air at low pressure in order to grow the ice crystal under condition which can
ignore the volume diffusion process of water molecules and the Berg effect. The growing
and evaporating ice crystals were observed in situ using a differential interference micro
scope and laser two beam interferometry. The differential interference images and the
interference fringes of equal thickness on the ice crystal surface were recorded by a video
tape recorder.
3.

Experimental Results

Figure 1 shows the (0001) face of an ice crystal evaporating just below ice saturation
after growth up to the size of about 500 µ m in air of 5.3 X IO P" at - 15 ° C. Figure 1a is
a differential interference image of the evaporating ice crystal. Figures I b and c are the
interference fringes of equal thickness. As seen in Fig. 1a, the ice crystal evaporates by the
advance of evaporation steps from each edge to the center of the crystal. The ridges
running from each corner and the middle of the edges to the center of the crystal were
formed by the collision of evaporation steps. Some evaporation hillocks on the ridges
were formed by the decrease of evaporation due to the adsorption of impurity vapor.
When we observe the ice crystal surface using laser two-beam interferometry, it is seen that
the interference fringes of equal thickness bend at the ridges and circular interference fringes
are formed at evaporation hillocks. The circular interference fringes move from the
outside of the evaporation hillocks to the inside.

Fig. I.

(0001) face of an ice crystal evaporating in air of 5.3 X
below ice saturation. (a) Differential interference image.
of equal thickness. (a) 0, (b) 45, (c)79 s.

JO P a at -15 ° C and just
(b,

c) Interference fringes
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On the other hand, it is known that interference fringes of equal thickness formed by
the evaporation pit move from the centers of the evaporation pits to the outside.
Therefore, we can distinguish between the interference fringes forming on an evaporation
hillock and those on the evaporation pit.
Figure 2 shows the ( I OTO) face of an ice crystal evaporating at 1.0% subsaturation after
growth up to the size of about 600 µm in air of 5.0x IO P" and at -15 ° C. Figures 2a and
c are the interference fringes of equal thickness formed on the evaporating ice crystal.
Figure 2b is a differential interference image of the ice crystal. As seen in Fig. 2b, there
are two evaporation pits at the middle and an evaporation pit at the upper right-hand side
where dislocations emerge on the ( IOTO) face. A curved line is the ridge formed by the
collision of evaporation steps which advance from the center of each evaporation pit to the
outside. As seen in Figs. 2a and c, when we observed the ( I OTO) face using laser two-beam
interferometry, as indicated by arrows, interference fringes of equal thickness bent at the
center of each evaporation pit.
Figure 3 shows the ( I OTO) face of an ice crystal evaporating with increasing subsatu
ration at the rate of 0. I 46%/ s after growth up to about 600 µ m in air of 5.0 X IO Pa at

Fig. 2.

(l OJ 0) face of an ice crystal evaporating in air of 5. 0 X JO P a at - 15 ° C and I. 0%
subsaturation. (a, c) Interference fringes of equal thickness. (b) Differential inter
ference image. (a) 0, (b)/6, (c) 60 s.

Fig. 3.

(1010) face of an ice crystal evaporating in air of 5.0 X 10 P a at -15 ° C and with
increasing subsaturation at the rate of 0.146%/ s. (a) Differential interference image.
(b, c) Interference fringes of equal thickness. (a) 0, (b) 23, (c) 40 s.
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- 15 ° C. Figure 3a shows a differential interference image of the ( 1010) face. Figures 3b
and c show interference fringes of equal thickness. Some evaporation pits formed at the
positions where dislocations emerge on the ( 1010) face are seen in Fig. 3a. In the figure,
an arrow shows the direction along the c-axis. In Figs. 3b and c, circular interference
fringes of equal thickness are formed when the slope of evaporation pits increases with
increasing subsaturation. We can obtain the slope of evaporation pits by analyzing
interference fringes of equal thickness (GONDA et al., 1966). Thus, the slope of the
evaporation pit indicated by an arrow in Fig. 3b is Pe= 2.65 X 10-2 and that in Fig. 3c is
Pe= 3.02 X 10-2•
4.

Discussion

The evaporation rate of a polyhedral ice crystal is several times larger than the growth
rate even under the same magnitude of driving force. In order to explain microscopically
the experimental result, we observed in situ ice crystal surface evaporating after growth up
to the size of 500-600 µ m using a differential interference microscope and laser two-beam
interferometry.
The chemical potential µ, at the position where a dislocation outcrops on the crystal
surface is larger than that at the ideal crystal surface. So, an evaporation pit is formed at
the position where the dislocation emerges. As described in a former section, the slope of
the evaporation pit Pe is of the order of 10- 2• This is one figure larger than the slope of
the growth hillock Pg '""'--' 10-3, which was formed at the same temperature (GONDA et al.,
1994). The reason why the evaporation rate of a polyhedral ice crystal is several times
larger than the growth rate can be explained mainly by the difference between the slope of
the evaporation pit Pe and that of the growth hillock Pg.
Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of an evaporation pit formed on evaporating ice
crystal and a growth hillock formed on growing ice crystal. As shown in Fig. 4, the slope
of the evaporation pit Pe= tanf)e is larger than that of growth hillock Pg= tanf)g. Here. as
the chemical potential of the ice crystal µ, increases by the strain energy around a
dislocation line, the driving force of evaporation Llµ e = µ,- µ , becomes larger than that of
growth Llµg=µ,-µ,within a small range around the dislocation, where µ v is the chemical
potential of the vapor phase. The rate of evaporation steps Ve is nearly equal to the rate
of growth steps Vg (CHERNov et al., 1986; ONUMA et al., 1990). Accordingly, when the
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Fig. 4.

dislocation line

Schematic diagram of an evaporation pit and a growth hillock formed on ice crystal
surface. (a) Evaporation pit. (b) Growth hillock.
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height of evaporation steps is equal to that of growth steps, Pe > Pg corresponds to A.< A g,
where A e is the step separation of the evaporation pit and Ag is that of the growth hillock.
5.

Conclusion

The evaporation rate of a polyhedral ice crystal is several times larger than the growth
rate even under the same magnitude of driving force. The reason is because the slope of
an evaporation pit Pe is larger than the slope of a growth hillock Pg in addition to the
increase of active sites of evaporation. The former means that the step separation of the
evaporation pit A e is smaller than that of the growth hillock A g·
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